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● Discusses the work of Samuel Palmer as the basis of the revival in English landscape painting, illustrating his influence
on other major British artists

● Publication follows a renewed interest in the work of Samuel Palmer due to a Summer exhibition at the British Museum

This book traces for the first time a length of green heritage in English art. During the past two centuries especially, English
artists have envisioned the pastoral mode. Their pastoral art uses landscapes of home - often quite specific localities - to
shape vision.

The history begins with Samuel Palmer, who transplanted the act of vision from his mentor William Blake s heroic figures into
the soil of English landscape art. Palmer s landscape vision was more influential than has yet been recognised. His tradition
has been enriched by artists of every subsequent generation, from Nash via Sutherland, Piper and Minton, to the current
group of artists working under the name of Ruralists.

It is a history of constant challenge and renewing response - a continuing story of intensely private men and women seeking
and finding materials and sustenance for their visions in the nature and climate of their country. The end of the book shows
fresh renewal against internationalist odds.

In a country whose art has seldom been reckoned to show any continuity at all, this history may be definitive. It shows
English art drawing visionary nourishment - even as the writings of Shakespeare and the music of Elgar - from the land.

Dr Jerrold Northrop Moore was born in New Jersey, and educated at Swarthmore College and Yale University. He worked
in the English Department of the University of Rochester and at Yale University where he was Curator of Historical Sound
Recordings. A private scholar since 1970, he has lived in England for more than thirty years because of his interests. He is a
biographer and well known as a scholar and has written over a dozen books including F. L. Griggs: The Architecture of
Dreams, Vaughan Williams: A Life in Photographs and many authoritative volumes on Edward Elgar.
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